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                            OGUN STATE 
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION INITIATIVE 2013 

                         EVENT REPORT: 
VENUE:   PREMIER GRAMMAR SCHOOL LAFENWA ABEOKUTA 
DATE:  20TH MARCH, 2013. 
TIME:  11:00AM GMT 
THEME:   A DRUG FREE OGUN STATE SCHOOLING SYSTEM 
 

In our quest to help in eradicating drug abuse in Nigeria schooling 
system Unified Initiative For A Drug Free Nigeria set out on the 
20th of March, 2013 in what turned out as a major drive in her 
effort to eradicate the use of drugs in one of Nigeria’s densely 
populated states – Ogun State, located in the south west zone of 
Africa’s most populated country, Nigeria. Ogun State citadel of 
learning has always been a point of reference when referring to the 
unparallel and unequaled educational achievements of Nigeria 
indigenous tribe and the enviable giant strides achieved by state 
government in the provision of the quality of education and up to 
date amenities in its public schools system when compared with 
other public schools system in any Nigerian state. 
 

        
From left: Dr Morris Enang – Head Creative dept of UIFDFN, Next is Mr Sunday Basil – Team musician/creative 
assistant, next is Mr Edwin Ubani – Programmes resource manager, next is Mr James C.  Olloh UIFDFN national 
Coordinator, and next is Mr Ademola Abolaji – UIFDFN’s Administrator, in front of Premier Grammar School 
entrance gate. 
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Over the years the Ogun State Public Schools have churn out in 
teeming numbers, illustrious Nigerians who have held forte and 
become shining examples in their field of endeavors. The Ogun 
State Public Schools system have the enviable record of producing 
two former presidents of Nigeria, but consequently over the years all 
the past glories and groundbreaking achievements attained 
academically by past administrative heads of these public 
institutions of learning seemed to have paled into insignificance in 
comparing to the present situation of things. The very moment the 
introduction and abuse of recreational drugs and other illicit 
substances crept into Nigeria’s institution of learning, out went 
good morals, unparallel educational achievements, dedication, 
excellence, commitments, patriotism, peace and other positive 
attributes needed to build  a solid enviable educational institution 
upon.  
 

     
Shot previously used in one of our reports of drug activities in Ogun State….. An Indian 
Hemp dealer preparing his merchandise for his victims. Copy Right UIFDFN ©  
 

With the sudden alarming increase in cases of cultism and 
gangstarism in Nigeria’s public school which from all available 
indication is as a result of youths being under the influence of one 
form of drug or the other, unified initiative for a drug free Nigeria up 
the gauntlet of canvassing for a drug free schooling system using 
education as a spring board. 
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         A BRIEF HISTRY OF PREMIER GRAMMAR SCHOOL: 
 
Founded in 1959 by the late premier of western Nigeria, premier 
grammar school is one of the oldest pre-tertiary institutions in the 
south west region of Nigeria. A mixed school with student strength 
of three thousand, occupying a huge mass of land approximately 
twenty hectares. The one unchanging visible attributes that makes 
a student at premier college at Distinct from its other peers ever 
since the inception of the school is the all white school uniform of 
the students. The current principal is Mr. S.A. Malomo  
 

     
 Principal of Premier Grammar School – Mr S.A Malomo, middle and standing giving his 
speech during UIFDFN’s programme in his school on the 20th of March 2013. 

  
         WHAT WAS THE RESPONSE OF THE STUDENTS: 
 
A week before the programme, words had already gone out to the 
teeming student population as regarding the date and theme of the 
forth-coming programme. So come that day the team of instructors 
and programme officers of unified initiative for a drug free Nigeria 
met to their surprise a large boisterous crowd of students waiting to 
receive them upon arrival. Within minutes of the announcement of 
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our arrival, the large expansive hall designated as the venue of the 
lecture was filled to capacity with students bathed in anticipation, 
even though the commencement of the lecture was still about an 
hour away. 
 

      
Students of Premier Grammar School listening in to the lectures on drug abuse in the 
school hall and holding the educational booklets of ‘TRUTH ABOUT DRUGS’ 

 
            WHAT FACILITY WAS USED FOR THE EVENT: 
 
The school’s Two Thousand sitter facility (Hall) was Unified 
Initiative For Drug Free Nigeria’s team of instructors first port of 
call, after they had been formally introduced to the school’s 
administrative staff.  Just as every of our lecture venues, the well- 
being and safety of the attendees of our various lectures has always 
been tops on the list of items slated as priority before the 
commencement of any lecture.  After a thorough and painstaking 
inspection of the hall, and all the ‘grey’ areas such as safety, sitting 
arrangements, acoustic, ventilation and first aid, in case of any 
emergency were sorted out.   
WHAT WAS THE SITUATION BEFORE THE INTRODUCTION OF       
                            THIS PROGRAMME: 
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From all indices, the current drug situation in Ogun State public 
Schooling system is not peculiar to only Ogun State but is gradually 
becoming endemic in our Nigeria’s general schooling systems as a 
result of the spillover effect from the larger society.  In recent times, 
the Nigerian alcoholic beverage market, probably due to flexible 
government waives on importation has become saturated with all 
manner of dubious products. The readily availability of most of this 
product to minors, has become a source of worry to health care 
givers and concerned parents.  
 

      
Alcohol in sachets are sold in almost every nook and cranny of Nigeria’s cities and 
villages, and easily available to minors who use it as a spring – board to abusing drugs 
and other illicit substances.  

 
The federal agency empowered by the government to tackle the 
growing menace of drug abuse and illicit trafficking of banned 
substances seemed over-whelmed by the ‘noble task’ set before it. 
Marijuana and alcohol were once the chief illicit drugs abused by 
Nigerian youths, but with the shocking discovery of 
Methamphetamine laboratories all over Nigeria, the Nigerian nation 
has no doubt before it now, an up-hill battle in its bid to save its 
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citizenry with special focus on the youths, being the future of the 
nation, from an impending future health crisis. 
 

       
Students of Premier Grammar School going through the educational booklets (courtesy 
of Foundation For A drug Free World USA) during the lecture on drug abuse in their 
school… Education is the most effective weapon against drug abuse in any part of the 
world today … Even the Bible say; “TEACH A CHILD THE WAY TO GO, AND HE WILL NOT 
DEPART FROM IT.” Book of Proverbs. 

 
STATE GOVERNMENT RESPONSE BEFORE AND AFTER THE  
                                  EVENT: 
Prior to the kick-off of the programme on the 20th day of March 2013, the state 
government through the ministry of education had officially given Unified 
Initiative For Drug Free Nigeria an approval/collaborative letter for the 
commencement of an extensive drug abuse prevention programme in the entire 
800 schools under her jurisdiction. In the month of February 2013, before the 
entire management team of the ministry, the Honorable Commissioner For 
Education; Barrister Olusegun John Odubela, received from the National 
Coordinator of UIFDFN; Mr. James Chjindu Olloh 10,000 pieces of the drug 
abuse prevention educational booklets titled the “THE TRUTH ABOUT DRUG” 
a resource material provided by our educational material support 
partner/parent body in the USA - Foundation For A Drug Free World based 
in Los Angeles California.  
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Mr James Olloh standing and addressing the Commissioner and the directors of the 
ministry of education during the presentation of the educational booklets in the 
Commissioner’s office in Ogun State weeks before the programme proper at the public 
schools in the state. 
 

      
During the presentation of the educational booklets in the Commissioner’s office in    
Ogun State weeks before the programme proper at the public schools in the state. 
 
 
On the day of the watershed event, the Honorable Commissioner for Education 
Ogun State was unavoidably absent but was represented by a ‘top’ 
management staff of the ministry; Mr. Akinsolu Martins –who is the Deputy 
Director, Education Support Services.  
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Extreme right hand side, Mr Akinsolu Martins – Deputy Director of education support services 
ministry of education Ogun State holding the TRUTH ABOUT DRUGS booklet during UIFDFN’s 
lecture on drug abuse in Premier Grammar School Ogun State on the 20/3/2013. 
 

1. ESTIMATED NUMBER OF STUDENTS AT THE EVENT: 
2,000 
 

     
 A cross- section snap shot of the students of Premier Grammar School in attendance 
during the lecture of UIFDFN on drug abuse in their school hall. 

2. ESTIMATED NUMBER OF THE SCHOOL’S ADMINISTRATIVE 
STAFF PRESENT AT THE EVENT: 
25 
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3. WERE THERE ANY OTHER COLLOBORATING AGENCIES     
                INVOLVED IN THIS INITIATIVE?: 
 

a. West African seasoning co. Ltd (Makers of Ajinomoto) was the 
only private sector agency that collaborated and part 
facilitated during the programme. After weeks of high level 
round table negotiation at both agencies facilities, an epoch 
making agreement was reached by both parties. On the day of 
the event, the team from West African Seasoning Co. Ltd gave 
out thousands of their products/promotional items.  
 

 
A staff of West African Seasoning Co.  Ltd handing out their company’s support – 
Biros, and their products/promotional items, and their company product 
phamplets to the students of Premier Grammar School during the lecture of 
UIFDFN’s lecture on drug abuse in the school hall, 20/3/2013  
 

b. The state ministry of education, Science and Technology’s 
representative; Mr. Akinsolu Martins gave an inspiring 
opening speech that was well received by the students present 
at the event.  
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 Deputy Director of education support services – Mr Akinsolu Martins giving a speech on 
behalf of the Hon’ Commissioner For Education, ministry of education, Ogun State, 
during UIFDFN’s lecture on drug abuse in Premier Grammar school, 20/3/2013 

 
 

             

Mr James C. Olloh rendering his speech during the programme/lecture at the Premier 
Grammar School in Ogun State, in the school hall. 20/3/2013 
 
 
 
 

c. WHAT EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS & OTHER MEANS WERE  
                  PUT INTO EFFECTIVE USE?:  
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Education and Music: 
Our ground breaking drug abuse prevention educational 
material provided by our material support partner/parent 
body in the USA - THE Foundation For A Drug Free World 
was once again deployed to effective use.  
 

                
A student of Premier Grammar School going through the TRUTH ABOUT DRUGS 
booklets with keen interest during UIFDFN’s lecture on drug abuse in the school. 
20/3/2013 
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The Corporate Communication Officer (Mrs Francisca Ikediashi) of West African 
Seasoning Co. Ltd addressing the audience about choosing to eat good food 
seasoned with their world acclaimed products – Ajinomoto and Madish seasoning 
rather than spend hard earned money on drug abuse that will end up destroying 
lives, and do the Nigerian nation no good. 
 

 
Answering questions and receiving responses from some of the students during 
the lecture on drug abuse. 20/3/2013 
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d. The music recess brought another dimension to the 
programme. In the past we have used the power of music to 
not only captivate the youths but also to thrill them, and pass 
on the message on the dangers of drug abuse, and the 
response was tumultuous. 
 

        
Mr Sunday Basil, UIFDFN’S team’s musician trilling the audience with music; 
“DON’T DO DRUGS!” While some of the students danced round in circles with the 
facilitators of the programme/sponsoring agency.  
 

 
What some of the students of Premier Grammar School have to say about drug 
abuse in their school and for their local communities. 20/3/2013 
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Students of Premier Grammar School displaying “THE TRUTH ABOUT DRUGS” 
educational booklets and some products of West African Seasoning Co. Ltd, after 
the programme in their school. 20/3/2013/ 

 

        
 Staff of UIFDFN / West African Seasoning Co.Ltd in a snap shot with the staff of the 
ministry of education, Ogun State, the Premier Grammar School staff, and some of the 
students after the programme in their school, outside the School Principal’s office. 
20/3/2013. 

   
e. DURATION OF THE PROGRAMME: 

2 hrs 35 minutes.  
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           OTHER SPECIAL OBSERVATION / REPORT BEFORE AND AFTER THE EVENT:  

1) When the team of Unified Initiative for a Drug Free Nigeria was taken to the hall 
(Premier Grammar School – Ogun State) where the proposed programme was to hold, 
the National Coordinator of UIFDFN – Mr James . C Olloh, in company of Mr Sunday Basil 
– The team musician took a walk round the school, at a particular end of the school 
compound; they found a couple of male (teenage) students (4 in number) smoking, who 
ran off at the presence of the two NGO officials….. The air was filled with the mixed 
smell of cigarette and Indian Hemp.  

2) At the end of the event for that day, the 20th of March 2013 at Premier Grammar 
School, just before the UIFDFN members engaged in a snap shot with the School 
Principal, some of the teachers, students and the West African Seasoning Co. Ltd (who 
collaborated with UIFDFN) in executing the programme, some members of the Nigerian 
Police Force – Ogun State command arrested 3 teenage boys and forced them into the 
waiting Police Car. The UIFDFN National Coordinator; Mr James .C. Olloh and Mr Sunday 
Basil quickly recognized them to be the boys that they saw smoking earlier on within the 
school premises. The Principal told the gathered audience that the boys were not 
members of Premier Grammar School, but they however came to stage a fight on behalf 
of their friends in Premier Grammar School. The issue is that such scenes and actions are 
not un-common in many Nigerian schools. In most cases, these youths get themselves 
high on drugs and alcohol and afterwards loose themselves in wild fights which come 
with causalities, sometimes, rape and other serious crime is involved.  
 

                                    PROFERB SOLUTIONS BY UIFDFN :  
Unified Initiative For A Drug Free Nigeria encourages the Federal and States 
Governments of Nigeria to encourage NGO’s with laudable initiatives towards helping to 
curb situations of drug abuse amongst it youths through education, as “the measure of 
mental health is the disposition to find good everywhere,” Ralph Waldo Emerson – 
Famous moralist. 

 

  


